From the 1910s to the late 1920s, producers and distributors sought several means of standardizing musical accompaniments for silent films.
the strengths of both artists. When, however, the musician comes from a more popular or mainstream background, the resulting collaboration can feel like a form of hubris where the artist's desire to enhance or improve the effect of a canonized masterpiece feels faintly ridiculous. The latter proved true in the case of Giorgio Moroder's score for the 1984 re-release of Fritz Lang's Metropolis (1927) Moroder's warrant for replacing Gottfried Huppertz's original score for Metropolis was the notion that the film's futuristic setting could motivate more modern musical sounds. A key component to Moroder's musical palette was the synthesizer, an instrument he already had featured in both his pop recordings and his film work. Indeed, when compared to the traditional rock band's line-up of guitar, bass, piano and drums, the synthesizer's icy electronic textures much more readily fit the machine aesthetic that was central to Metropolis's imagery. Yet Moroder's synth-pop sound also informs his assembly of the soundtrack at a much deeper level, serving as an overarching metaphor for his project as a whole. By combining old images with new music and traditional scoring techniques with more modern ones, Moroder's Metropolis aims for a synthesis of various strands of film and musical culture. In bringing Lang's classic film into the present, Moroder partially bridged the gap between the time of its production and that of its monumentally constructed world. More than that, Moroder's music itself sits at the crossroads of several strands of early 1980s pop, including disco, Album Oriented Rock (AOR), and the New Romantics of the British New Wave. The musical hybridity evident in Moroder's soundtrack for Metropolis reflexively underlines the fact that musical accompaniments for silent films were an inherently heterogeneous mixture of different forms and styles. In what follows, I provide both a brief production history of Moroder's version of Metropolis and an analysis of the dramatic functions of his score. Despite the mostly tepid critical response to his work, Moroder provided a template that many later musicians would follow in their own attempts to modernize silent cinema.
